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Project Overview 
The goal of this task is to develop a novel geospatially driven noise estimation module to support the computation of noise 
resulting from the operation of UAS and other upcoming vehicle concepts. The development of the module will leverage 
emerging computational technologies to achieve fast and efficient modeling of a potentially large number of vehicles and 
operations. The module will be designed to be integrated as a component module or plug-in to other applications relying on 
a Geographic Information System (GIS) interface. The noise estimation approach will be based on the concept of precomputed 



	
	

	
 

noise grid tiles addition. The module’s design phase will identify which emerging open-source geospatial and data processing 
technologies would be best suited to serve as the module’s computational infrastructure and assess whether these 
technologies could provide innovative, maintainable, and affordable solutions.  

 
Task 1 – Literature Review and GIS Software Evaluation 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
 
Objectives 
This task aims to identify the most appropriate open-source GIS software according to preset evaluation criteria.  
 
Research Approach 
This review focused on open-source options. For adequate evaluation of the options, six preset criteria were determined: 

1. Data import: ability to read the shapefile format of input geometrical data and rasterized (gridded) data 
2. Data storage: ability to store geospatial data in either shape/vector formats, or rasterized data 
3. Geometric calculations: conversion to and from a Cartesian coordinate system and other Earth model coordinates, 

and ability to compute polygon areas and lengths, as well as unions and intersections.  
4. Geospatial calculations: ability to perform calculations on given vector or raster data and draw contour plots 
5. Display: ability to print raw or processed geospatial data as various map displays 
6. Map data: ability to display results with relation to landmasses, political boundaries (such as states and counties), 

and roads and buildings 
 
In addition to software evaluation, GIS applications were investigated to examine the option of creating a stand-alone, 
customized library or component.  
 
GIS Libraries 
 
QGIS 
QGIS is a user-friendly open-source GIS written in C++. It runs on Linux, Unix, Macintosh OSX, Windows, and Android, and it 
supports numerous vector, raster, and database formats and functionalities. Beyond the built-in functionalities, QGIS allows 
users to install and create their own plugins. New applications can also be created In QGIS with the C++ and Python languages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation Criteria 

1. Data import: imports files in shapefile and raster format 
2. Data storage: stores geospatial data in vector and raster formats  
3. Geometric calculations: supports Cartesian (x, y), polar (length, angle), and projected (x, north; y, east) coordinate 

systems; calculates lengths or areas of geometry features; and provides overlay, union and difference between 
areas. 

Figure 1. Screenshot of QGIS. 



	
	

	
 

4. Geospatial calculations: creates vector contour maps from an elevation raster; performs raster-to-vector 
conversion  

5. Display: web mapping with QGIS2Web 
6. Map data: displays geospatial data, such as countries, states, and counties, as well as roads 

 
Open JUMP 
OpenJUMP is a Java-based open-source GIS. It works on the Windows, Linux, and Macintosh platforms with Java 1.7 or later. 
OpenJUMP’s features include reading and writing vector formats, displaying geospatial data, and executing geometric 
calculations. Additional plugins for more capabilities are also available. 
 
Evaluation Criteria 

1. Data import: imports files in shapefile and raster format  
2. Data storage: stores geospatial data in vector and raster formats  
3. Geometric calculations: supports coordinate reference system (CRS), and Cartesian (x, y, z), geographic (longitude, 

latitude, height), and projected (x, north; y, east) coordinate systems; provides a CRS transformation library called 
PROJ; calculates lengths or areas of geometry features; provides overlay, union, and subtraction capabilities 

4. Geospatial calculations: enables conversion between desired file formats (raster-to-vector conversion); does not 
feature a contour plot 

5. Display: does not provide a web application 
6. Map data: displays geospatial data, such as countries, states, and counties, as well as roads 

 
System for Automated Geoscientific Analyses (SAGA) 
SAGA is an open-source cross-platform GIS software written in C++. It can be run on Windows, Linux, FreeBSD, and Macintosh 
OS X. SAGA provides multiple libraries for GIS calculations, such as digital terrain analysis, image segmentation, fire-
spreading analysis and simulations. In addition, SAGA allows for scripting of custom models through the command line 
interface and the Python interface. 
 
Evaluation Criteria 

1. Data import: imports files in shapefile and raster format 
2. Data storage: stores geospatial data in vector and raster formats  
3. Geometric calculations: supports geographic coordinate system (latitude, longitude) and universal transverse 

Mercator coordinate systems 
4. Geospatial calculations: performs raster-to-vector conversion and can create contour lines  
5. Display: displays data with histograms and scatter plots; provides a web-mapping service 
6. Map data: enables visualization of spatial data in cartographic maps; can also import maps from Web Map Service 

and OpenStreetMap  
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Screenshot of SAGA. 



	
	

	
 

Deck.gl 
Deck.gl is a WebGL visualization framework for large data sets. It allows users to map data (JSON objects, csv) into stacks 
of layers. These layers can be imported directly from a catalog or built by the user.  
 
Evaluation Criteria 

1. Data import: reads only csv files 
2. Data storage: does not store geospatial data in vector or shapefile format  
3. Geometric calculations: supports geographic coordinate system (latitude, longitude), using Web Mercator 
4. Geospatial calculations: does not convert raster data to vector data; creates contour lines for a given threshold 

and cell size  
5. Display: offers an architecture for packaging advanced WebGL based visualizations; enables users to quickly and 

easily obtain impressive visual results 
6. Map data: easily displays geospatial data with relation to roads and buildings 

 
Geographic Resources Analysis Support System (GRASS) GIS 
GRASS GIS is an open-source Java-based software for vector and raster geospatial-data management, geoprocessing, spatial 
modeling, and visualization. Because is compatible with QGIS, QGIS can run some features of GRASS GIS as a plugin. 
Developed add-ons are available, and users can also develop their own add-ons. 
 
Evaluation Criteria 

1. Data import: imports vector and raster files 
2. Data storage: stores geospatial data in vector and raster formats  
3. Geometric calculations: supports CRS, Cartesian (x, y, z), and geographic (longitude, latitude, height) coordinate 

systems; provides a CRS transformation library called PROJ; calculates lengths or areas of geometry features; 
provides overlay, union, and subtraction capabilities 

4. Geospatial calculations: enables conversion between desired file formats (raster-to-vector conversion); creates 
contour lines  

5. Display: provides a web-mapping service 
6. Map data: displays geospatial data, such as countries and states, by using Inkspace 

 
GeoPandas 
GeoPandas is an open-source project developed in Python to provide a useful library for working with geospatial data. It is 
able to run on distributions of Linux and Windows. It primarily uses the Python packages pandas (as a basis for its data 
storage), shapely (to manipulate the shapes stored in the advanced database), Fiona (for file access), and Descartes and 
matplotlib (for plotting the visualizations of the data). It is most adept at displaying discrete sections of data in a geospatial 
visualization. It is limited in its ability to display graphics outside the Python environment, and it does not support conversion 
to the desired raster/vector formats. 
 
Evaluation Criteria 

1. Data import: reads almost any vector-based spatial data format 
2. Data storage: stores geospatial data in vector and raster formats  
3. Geometric calculations: supports CRS; cannot calculate lengths or areas of geometry features; has functions for 

overlay, such as intersections between two or more areas, union (merges the areas of one layer to one single area), 
difference (A–B areas), and polygons 

4. Geospatial calculations: no conversion to any desired file formats (no raster-to-vector formats); does not provide a 
contour-plot function 

5. Map data: uses various map projections with CartoPy or other Python libraries 
6. Display: does not provide a web application; good representation in 3D colorspace with matplotlib 

  



	
	

	
 

 
 

Figure 3. GeoPandas can overlay processed geospatial data over existing maps. 

WorldWind 
WorldWind is an open-source API for virtual 3D globe visualization developed by NASA in partnership with the European 
Space Agency. It is written in both Java (for desktop and Android devices) and JavaScript (for web applications). After being 
suspended from development in 2019, it was re-funded in August of 2020. It can import a variety of input files with geospatial 
data, store the data in both raster and vector formats, perform sufficient geometric and geospatial calculations for what is 
desired here, and produce good visualizations with comprehensive map data.  
 
Evaluation Criteria 

1. Data import: imports files in formats including shapefile, KML, VPF, GML, GeoJSON, GeoRSS, GPX, and NMEA 
2. Data storage: stores geospatial data in vector and raster formats  
3. Geometric calculations: supports geographic coordinate system (latitude, longitude), universal transverse 

Mercator, and draws and measures distances and areas across the terrain 
4. Geospatial calculations: displays contour lines on surface terrain at a specified elevation 
5. Map data: visually represents scalar values, such as noise, over a grid of geographic positions; visualizes the 

results on web and Android platforms 
6. Display: displays geospatial data divided into countries, states, and cities 

 
Overall Evaluation 
The overall evaluation of all investigated libraries is provided in the table below. QGIS appears to surpass all other libraries 
with respect to the metrics previously set.  

 Intuitive 
GUI 

Compatibility Statistical 
Analyses 

Data 
Import 

Data 
Storage 

Geometric 
Calculations 

Geospatial 
Calculations 

Map 
Data 

Display Total 

QGIS 3 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 4 40 
Open JUMP           
SAGA 3 3 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 38 
Deck.gl 4 3 1 1 1 3 3 5 5 26 
Kepler.gl           
GRASS           
gvSIG           
MapWindow           
GeoPandas  3  5 5 4 1 2 2 19 
WorldWind  5  5 5 4 4 5 5 28 



	
	

	
 

GIS Applications 
GIS applications can be broadly classified into two categories: desktop- and web-based applications.  
WebGIS applications use web technologies to display and communicate geospatial information to an end user. Five 
common elements exist in every WebGIS application: 

1. Web application 
• The web application is the interface used by the client. It has tools to visualize, analyze, and interact 

with geographic information. It can be run on a web browser or a GPS-enabled device. 
2. Digital basemaps 

• Digital basemaps provide geographical context for the application, e.g., transportation, topography, or 
imagery. 

3. Operational layers 
• The operational layers display the results of an operation, e.g., observations, sensor feeds, query results, or 

analytic results. 
4. Tasks and tools in the WebGIS application 

• Tools to perform operations beyond mapping are included. 
5. Geodatabase(s) 

• The containers of geo data can be geodatabases, shapefiles, tabular databases, CAD files, etc. 
 

	

Figure 4. Sketch of a WebGIS application. 

WebGIS applications have multiple advantages as well as limitations, some of which are show in the table below: 
Advantages of WebGIS Drawbacks of WebGIS 

• WebGIS provides a potential to host data online 
rather than traditional desktop applications. 

• WebGIS has better cross-platform 
capability with various web browsers.  

• Customers with different levels of GIS 
expertise can easily use WebGIS. 

• WebGIS is extendable to cloud services, thus 
allowing for manipulation and use of big GIS 
data. 

• WebGIS is relatively difficult to build: 
developers must have good knowledge of multiple 
scripting languages to build the app (e.g., 
Python, JavaScript, or HTML). 

• Data security might be dependent on a third 
party.  

• The application might need to be hosted outside 
the organization. 



	
	

	
 

• WebGIS has a low cost to entry, because most 
of the libraries and tools are open source with 
good community support. 

• WebGIS enables real-time analysis. 

 

 
The team has also started a dialogue with the Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) development team regarding which 
GIS functionalities will be required to enable integration of the UAS noise engine into AEDT in the future. 

 
Task 2 – Investigation of Emerging Computational Technologies 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
 
Objectives 
This task aims to investigate various emerging computational technologies by using a sample test problem. 
 
Research Approach 
The ASCENT9 team identified three main areas of investigation for this task:  

• GIS visualization techniques 
• Parallel computation  
• Data pre/post-processing 

 
The team has also investigated graphics processing unit (GPU) technologies and cloud-computing platforms as a secondary 
area of interest. Figure 5 highlights these areas.  
 

	
 

Figure 5. Emerging technologies investigated. 



	
	

	
 

GIS Visualization Technologies 
The team’s efforts focused on technologies that provide interactive visualization of large data on maps. The choices were 
narrowed to QGIS and interfaces based on Python or JavaScript. Working with large datasets in QGIS requires a SQL plugin 
as a conduit for data communication. Furthermore, the GUI aspect limits the interactive capabilities. Therefore, we focused 
on JavaScript and Python libraries and interfaces—in this context, D3 library for JavaScript and bokeh for Python. Bokeh 
emerged as the preferable choice, because it builds on JavaScript visualizations without a need to explicitly use JavaScript. 
Furthermore, with this library, both the front-end and back-end of a web application can be coded with Python.  
 
Parallel Computing Technologies 
Parallel computing technologies are critical for calculations involving large grids. These grids can be expressed as matrices, 
whose regular structures are advantageous for the partitioning of the computation tasks.  
 
The team initiated the analysis by exploring the standards for parallel programming through the Message Passing Interface 
(MPI) implemented in various libraries, such as OpenMPI, MPICH, and MVAPICH. Because the noise computation engine is 
built from common mathematical and computational operations, OpenMPI was selected for its portability and ability to 
support most existing platforms.  
 
Parallel algorithms for matrix computation are well documented in the literature. Typically, the data are partitioned along 
either one axis of the matrix or both axes, as shown in Figure 6. These algorithms are usually designed with consideration 
of the communication overhead and the computation cost on individual processors.  
 

	
 

Figure 6. Common partition strategies for matrix computations. 

The noise engine can considered as a large dense matrix problem in which the calculations for its elements depend not on 
its neighbors but on the path of the noise source, which can be modeled as a vector. Hence, the partition strategies shown 
in Figure 6 are theoretically the same: the main challenge is the management of the data communicated. In addition to the 
communication of the path data to each partition, the engine must collect the results and send them to the visualization 
tool.  
 
Therefore, we needed to examine the input/output (IO) operations in parallel. The three main approaches to parallel IO 
operations are briefly defined as follows: 

• Non-parallel: a central unit is uniquely responsible for the IO operations 
• Independent parallel: each process writes to a separate file  
• Cooperative parallel: all processors collaboratively written to one file 

The main advantages and drawbacks of each approach are summarized in the table below. Although the cooperative parallel 
approach has the potential to deliver the best performance, the limitation of the allowable file types is undesirable and might 



	
	

	
 

also result in poorer performance than the sequential algorithm. Therefore, a parallel IO approach was not chosen; the choice 
instead was based on other characteristics of the overall noise module.  
 
Parallel IO Approach Advantages Drawbacks 
Non-Parallel Easy to code Poor performance (worse than 

sequential)  
Independent Parallel • Easy to parallelize 

• No inter-process 
communication 

Generation of many small files to 
manage 

Cooperative Parallel • Potentially excellent 
performance  

• Only one file needed 

• Complex coding 
• Dependence on 

implementation of concurrent 
updates in rare file types  

 

	
	

Figure 7. IO operations in MPI. Source: William Gropp, “Introduction to MPI I/O.” 
 
The analysis of parallel IO approaches led to a need to also examine the file formats used in parallel. Three major 
categories of file formats can be listed:  

• ASCII 
• Binary  
• Standard scientific libraries (HDF5, NetCDF, etc.)  
 
 



	
	

	
 

Their major benefits and drawbacks are listed in the table below. 
File Format Advantages Drawbacks 
ASCII • Human readable 

• Portable 
• Large storage requirement 
• Costly read/write operations 

Binary • Efficient storage 
• Less costly read/write 

operations 

Formatting required to read 

Standard Scientific Libraries • Data portability across 
platforms 

• Data stored in binary 
• Data description included 

Risk of corruption  

 
This analysis was conducted with the gridded data format in mind. Instances of these files that are encoded in binary format 
are relatively straightforward to create and manage in parallel, because MPI writes to binary format by default. Instances with 
ASCII characters are more difficult to use, because a binary-ASCII conversion is needed to format them.  
 
To demonstrate the runtime difference between ASCII files and binary files, we ran a test case with a fixed problem size and 
a variable number of processors (p). The test used the independent parallel approach to eliminate the need for a central unit 
that collects the results. Figure 8 illustrates the runtimes of the text-file problems and the binary problems on a number of 
processors ranging from 2 to 16. The “runtime no IO” scenario was included as a baseline to demonstrate the cost of 
communication due to the IO operations. As expected, for a fixed problem, the runtime decreased as the number of 
processors increased; however, the difference with respect to the file formats was quite apparent.  
 

	
 

Figure 8. Runtime vs. number of processors for different IO formats. 

 
Furthermore, for any format used, storage space is needed to contain the data. Figure 9 shows an exponential growth in 
size as the grid becomes finer. This test case indicates that the hardware’s available memory plays an important role in the 
calculation of large grids.   
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Figure 9. log (file size in kB) vs resolution (ft). 

The choice of programming language is another important aspect in this investigation. Programming languages such as C 
and C++ combined with MPI libraries are the primary choice of many HPC practitioners, who often have some access to low-
level machine language, thus resulting in good performance for parallel computations. The main challenge in using these 
languages is the integration with interactive GIS visualization tools. Higher-level languages, such as Matlab and Python, 
provide these libraries with much less scripting and easier integration, at the expense of speed in running parallel code. 
Matlab in particular requires the setup of a Virtual Network Computing session before any calculations are launched. Python, 
despite being slower than C/C++, emerged as an adequate choice for the noise module, because it is well equipped to 
facilitate large interactive GIS visualizations without substantially sacrificing speed for this particular application, while still 
being able to act as a wrapper for fast C/C++ implementations of the computational code.  
 
Data Processing Technologies  
The team investigated processing libraries for GIS data. Because the investigation of visualization techniques favored the use 
of Python to code the application, libraries such as GeoPandas and GeoTIFF were explored to assess their compatibility with 
the goals of this project.  
 
GeoPandas is a library that brings the powerful functionalities of pandas to geospatial operations. GeoTIFF is a format 
allowing geospatial data to be embedded in images. GeoPandas is more suited to work with vector data, whereas GeoTIFF 
supports both raster and vector formats. Each of these libraries has its own merits and applications, and could be used in 
the noise calculation engine. The final choice would depend on the data pipeline from the computation to the visualization 
and the data conversions required in this process.  
 
Other Emerging Technologies 
Task 2 also included the investigation of GPUs and the potential to use them in the noise engine. GPUs are designed for fast 
creation and rendering of graphics. They are widely used in visualization tasks and therefore were included in this study. 
Although the calculation process for a GPU implementation is similar to that of a central processing unit (CPU) 
implementation, some considerations must be accounted for. For this project, the open-source machine-learning library 
Torch was selected to test the GPU implementation of a noise engine. The choice was based on the ability of this library to 
handle N-dimensional tensors as well as providing generic linear algebra functionalities. This library is also capable of 
running on CPUs or the NVIDIA CUDA platform.  
 
GPU use depends on the operating system of the machine. Windows has a video-driver timeout limit of 2 s, after which the 
video driver of the video card being used for display output is forced to restart. A similar limit of 5 s exists in Linux. This 
limit can be disabled for workstation cards that are not being used for video display. Therefore, the calculations generally 
must be broken up into small parts that ensure CPU control before the driver timeout is reached. The calculations must be 
split according to the speed of the available hardware. The other limitation is the speed of moving data from main memory 
to GPU memory. GPU-based calculations require the data to reside in GPU memory. The transfer to and from the GPU is 
limited by the PCI bus speed, which, although fast, is orders of magnitude slower than direct memory access. Generally, the 



	
	

	
 

speed is only marginally faster than modern SSD data access, depending on the number of PCI bus lanes being used. Because 
of the size of memory required, the entire noise calculation must be split into many smaller tasks, as well as smaller storage 
arrays that are constantly moved between the main memory and GPU memory. Therefore, the potential acceleration that can 
be gained by GPU-based calculations is limited. The potential speed still remains high but is still under investigation. 
 
A toy problem was run on different architectures using various hardware. With increasing resolution, local CPU calculations 
were fastest, because of the fast access to memory and the absence of communication between the processes (Figure 10). 
A distributed calculation requires more time, because of the communication cost. GPUs can accelerate the calculations. An 
ideal solution would eliminate any need to communicate data but is not realistic in this case.  
 

	
 

Figure 10. Runtimes for different hardware. 

 
Task 3 – Collaboration with the UAS Computation Module Development 
Team  
Georgia Institute of Technology 
 
Objectives 
This task focuses on a collaboration with the UAS Computation Module Development team at Mississippi State University 
(MSU) to explore how both teams can effectively exchange data and ideas. 
 
Research Approach 
The ASCENT9 Team met with the team working on the eCommerce project at MSU on a biweekly basis. This team, led by Dr. 
Adrian Sescu, provided demand data and a data generator to create random UAS paths. The teams discussed the simulation 
of noise footprints from a notional UAS delivery network in the Memphis area. The ASCENT9 team shared an early version of 
the noise engine calculation with the MSU team.  
 
The eCommerce project focused on emerging UAS networks and their implications on National Airspace System integration. 
The project’s case study is an analysis of the Amazon UAS delivery network with ground support. The MSU team collected 
data on warehouses in the greater Memphis area and the residential addresses served by these warehouses. Trucks were 
placed in the area to reduce the UAS flight time and assist with last-mile delivery. These warehouses are shown in Figure 11. 
Multiple scenarios were considered in this study:  

• 8 drones per warehouse and 4 drones per truck (1,132 drones) 
• 12 drones per warehouse and 6 drones per truck (1,698 drones) 
• 16 drones per warehouse and 8 drones per truck (2,264 drones) 
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• 24 drones per warehouse and 12 drones per truck (3,396 drones) 
• 32 drones per warehouse and 16 drones per truck (4,528 drones) 
• 55 drones per warehouse and 50 drones per truck (12,305 drones)  

 
The ASCENT9 team shared an early version of the noise engine developed under Task 4 with the MSU team and successfully 
verified the ability to run the noise engine on their systems. 
 
The ASCENT9 team used the first scenario to test the noise engine with variable grid precision. These trajectories are shown 
in Figure 12. They span an area of approximately 40 miles, with each trajectory’s length varying between 3,000 and 8,000 
ft. 
 

	
 

Figure 11. Warehouses in the Memphis, Tennessee area. 
 

	
 

Figure 12. Random trajectories provided by MSU. 

In addition to collaborating with MSU, the ASCENT9 team collaborated with the Volpe Research Center to acquire national 
transportation noise data consisting of the combined gridded road, aviation, and railroad noise for the entire United States, 
provided in A-weighted 24-h exposure levels. The data were used as background noise, which was added to the calculated 
noise by the engine module. A cropped overview of this data on the greater Memphis area is shown in Figure 13. 



	
	

	
 

 

	
Figure 13. National transportation noise data plotted in the greater Memphis area. 

 
Beyond these external collaborations, this research was also supported in part through research cyberinfrastructure 
resources and services provided by the Partnership for an Advanced Computing Environment (PACE) at the Georgia Institute 
of Technology. This computing environment consists of a large compute cluster, which was used to develop and test the 
noise engine under Task 4. This cluster was also used to conduct experiments and tune various parameters and aspects of 
how the noise engine is executed in parallel. For example, choices include the number of compute nodes, the amount of 
memory per node, and the number of parallel processes per node. 

 
Task 4 – Noise Computation Engine Integration 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
 
Objectives 
This task aims to create a noise calculation module by using the UAS trajectories provided by the Mississippi State University 
research team.  
 
Research Approach 
The investigation conducted in Task 2 led to the identification of adequate tools to build the high-performance, interactive, 
GIS-based noise module for UAS. A Python web application was planned to be built with the ability to be run either locally or 
in a distributed setting provided by the HPC infrastructure at the Georgia Institute of Technology Partnership for an Advanced 
Computing Environment (PACE). Because Python was already selected as the programming language for this module, libraries 
enabling parallel matrix computation and large interactive visualization were explored. The selection process resulted in 
four libraries, as briefly described in Figure 14. 



	
	

	
 

	

	
 

Figure 14. Enabling capabilities for the UAS noise engine prototype. 

Before describing the architecture of the web application, the structure of the Python object for the grid must be discussed. 
Noise metrics are built on the distances between the grid and the path of the noise source. That is, for each point in the 
path, the distance to every point in the grid must be calculated. This calculation can use a 3D matrix in which the third 
dimension matches the number of the points in the path. A notional sketch of this structure is shown in Figure 15. This 
choice actually benefits from the highly optimized methods of numpy, a Python library for multidimensional arrays. 
 

	
 

Figure 15. Notional structure of the noise module object. 
 



	
	

	
 

The UAS prototype was required to demonstrate the calculation and visualization of two types of noise metrics: peak 
metrics and exposure metrics. The individual steps to calculate each are shown in Figure 16. 
 

	
 

Figure 16. Steps in the calculation of peak noise metrics and exposure noise metrics. 
 
The parallel execution of the noise engine is performed with dask library through the following implementation phases:  

1. Definition of the computational steps as operations on generic datasets 
2. Preparation of the datasets 
3. Definition of the computational resources 
4. Launch of the dynamic scheduler and mapping/application of the operations on the datasets 
5. Collection of the results 

 
The computational resources are defined according to the available hardware for parallel computation, characterized by the 
number of cores or workers, and the available memory per core. In addition to allowing parallel computations on single 
machines, dask supports clusters schedulers, such as PBS and Slurm, and is supported by Amazon Web Services.  
 
The dynamic scheduler is one of the most powerful features of dask, because it performs partitioning of the data and 
calculations without extensive user involvement. This scheduler creates an optimized directed acyclic task graph to transfer 
data and apply computations using the given resources. An example of such task graphs is shown in Figure 17. This graph 
corresponds to a peak metric event calculation using 10 workers.  
 
 



	
	

	
 

	
 

Figure 17. Task graph generated by the dask dynamic scheduler. 
 
The generic implementation steps in dask are illustrated in Figure 18, in which the client refers to the web browser used to 
visualize the noise contours.  

	
 

Figure 18. Implementation steps in dask. 

To finally visualize these contours in the browser, the dask data objects must undergo several packaging operations with 
xarray and datashader. Because the number of points that a browser can support is limited, datashader was used to allow 
sampling of the data points and meaningful visualization of the data. Datashader objects are integrated in bokeh, but they 
do not support dask arrays. Xarray was used to wrap the dask objects for use within datashader. The data pipeline is 
illustrated in Figure 19. 
 



	
	

	
 

	
Figure 19. The data pipeline from dask to bokeh. 

 
The overall architecture of the UAS noise calculation prototype is shown in Figure 20. The noise contours are calculated and 
stored on the distributed cluster at PACE. For visualization, bokeh requests a portion of the data that are aggregated and 
projected by using datashader. This process requires continuous communication between dask scheduler, and the workers 
writing the data to files has been bypassed. Alternatively, a central file could be created to collect the results, but the high 
communication cost would need to be accounted for. The data are accessible from the bokeh server through secure SSH 
tunneling to the PACE interface. This aspect is a major advantage of web applications over desktop applications, because it 
enables broader cross-platform access to clients.  
 

	
 

Figure 20. Overview of the noise module. 
 
Benchmark Demonstration 
The benchmark study aimed to simulate the noise footprint from a notional UAS delivery network in the greater Memphis 
area. In this study, 40 warehouses serving approximately 30,000 residential addresses were considered. Trucks that serve 



	
	

	
 

as UAS staging platforms were positioned near some neighborhoods to reduce UAS range requirements and delivery times. 
For this study, eight UAS per warehouse were considered, with four UAS per truck and a total of 1,132 total flights. The paths 
for these flights are shown in Figure 21. 
 

	
 

Figure 21. Flight paths in the benchmark study. 
 

The national transportation noise map was used as a background to supplement the engine’s computations. The noise 
contours of this background noise are shown in Figure 22. The cumulative LAE noise contours generated uniquely from the 
UAS activities are shown in Figure 23. The effect of UAS activity on the existing noise in the greater Memphis area is shown 
in Figure 24. 
 



	
	

	
 

	
Figure 22. National transportation noise map in the greater Memphis area. 

 

	
	

Figure 23. Computed UAS noise LAeq,24h 

 



	
	

	
 

	
 

Figure 24. Combined noise LAeq,24h 

 

	
 

Figure 25. Change in LAeq,24h 



	
	

	
 

A side-by-side zoomed-in comparison between the total combined noise and change in LAeq,24h is illustrated in Figure 26. This 
figure indicates that areas that already have high noise exposure levels are not strongly affected in this particular sample 
problem. Nonetheless, more analysis must be conducted before a final deduction is made.  
 

	
 

Figure 26. Combined noise LAeq,24h (left) and change in LAeq,24h (right). 
 
With the noise engine prototype created after these tasks, the next steps will involve conducting more benchmarking studies 
to test the limits and sensitivity of the module. These tests will include demonstrating the scaling with increasing levels of 
UAS operations and how the computational time scales with variations in computational approaches. Furthermore, the team 
will work on eventually transitioning the noise engine to FAA or the Department of Transportation Volpe Center.  
 
Milestone 
The team delivered a recommendation for an updated GIS system to FAA and members of the AEDT development team.  
 
Major Accomplishments 
The team presented an initial prototype of the UAS noise engine with an interactive display while running on a parallel 
computing cluster to FAA. 
 
Publications 
None  
 
Outreach Efforts 
Initial outreach and coordination were conducted with the ASSURE Center of Excellence team at Mississippi State University.  
 
Awards 
None 
 
 



	
	

	
 

Student Involvement  
The Georgia Institute of Technology student team consists of three graduate research assistants. At the beginning of the 
project, all graduate research assistants engaged in the GIS background research. The team has now been divided to address 
different aspects: the implementation of the noise engine; the novel computational technology testing; and the creation of 
benchmark studies that will serve as a test bed for testing the computational scaling of different approaches.  
 
Plans for Next Period 
The plan for the next reporting period is to finish the current work plan and perform more testing with the emerging 
computational technologies on a defined sample problem. After further discussion with FAA, the team will seek to support 
FAA in potential applications of the UAS noise engine, through studies on varying flight operations for different operation 
concepts. The UAS noise engine will also be improved with more realistic atmospheric attenuation calculations as well as 
better UAS source noise data. 
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